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High-Speed Multilevel NAND Flash Memory With
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Well and Forward-Bias Adjusted Programming
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Abstract—This paper reports a high-speed multilevel-cell NAND
Flash memory device using a Si–SiO2–TiN–TiO2–SiO2–TaN
(SOTTOT) engineered potential well (EW). The SOTTOT EW
Flash memory device has very fast cell programming speed
and good data retention. A 16-kbit NAND memory block using
SOTTOT cells was programmed using a forward-bias-adjusted
programming scheme, which enables bit adjustability during
page programming to suppress the development of fast bits.
The SOTTOT memory block shows fast programming speed
(∼40 µs/page), tight threshold voltage (Vth) distribution
(∼0.22 V/level), and clear Vth-level margins (∼0.9 V) for the
eight-level programming. The SOTTOT memory block also shows
good resistance against pass/read disturbances as well as good
ten-year data retention at an ambient temperature of 75 ◦C
throughout 105 programming/erasing cycling.

Index Terms—Engineered potential well (EW), forward-bias
adjusted programming (FBAP), multilevel cell (MLC), NAND
Flash memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTILEVEL-CELL (MLC) NAND Flash memory de-
vices unify promising scalability and condensed data

density, providing a favorable approach for mass data storage
[1]–[7]. MLC storage programs a selected cell in a memory
array to any n-value (with n > 2) different threshold voltages
Vth so that each cell stores b = log2 n bits of digital infor-
mation. As a result, the data density is condensed, despite
the device dimension, and the cost per bit is reduced for any
lithographic technology generation [3]. In order to accomplish
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MLC storage for NAND memory arrays, various write-and-
verify (WAV) schemes have been developed to pursue the
precise programming of multiple Vth levels [4]–[6]. Wear lev-
eling has been developed to improve the programming/erasing
(P/E) endurance [7], and error-correcting techniques have been
developed to improve the long-term data retention [7]–[9].
On the other hand, MLC NAND Flash memory devices us-
ing floating-gate and polysilicon–oxide–nitride–oxide–silicon
(SONOS) memory cells are underdeveloped in terms of the
programming speed due to WAV cycling. For example, it takes
200–300 µs to program a single-level cell, whereas it can take
600–900 µs to program an MLC [7]. Moreover, MLC NAND

Flash memory devices may suffer from page programming
disturbances [5], [6]. For example, a random page of memory
cells are programmed simultaneously using the identical word-
line (WL) bias condition, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Nevertheless,
the programmed threshold voltages Vth read from all the bit
lines (BL) must present a certain spread due to various (process-
ing, environmental, etc.) disturbances, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The underprogrammed and overprogrammed cells are known
usually as tail bits and fast bits, respectively. If WAV schemes
complete the programming after all tail bits are programmed,
as shown in Fig. 1(b), the fast bits may spread so far that
they disturb the precise control of multiple Vth levels. This
can be regarded as a type of programming disturbance. Such
programming disturbances may be tolerable for single-level-
cell NAND Flash memory devices, but it is critical for MLC
NAND Flash memory devices, particularly for high density,
e.g., 8- and 16-level MLC storage. In this regard, memory
cells with faster programming speed are desired to speed up
the WAV cycle, and programming schemes that suppress the
programming disturbance are needed to improve the MLC Vth

control.
In this paper, memory devices using a Si–SiO2–TiN–TiO2–

SiO2–TaN (SOTTOT) engineered potential well (EW) was
proposed for a high-speed MLC NAND memory application. A
SOTTOT memory device has a transitional boundary (i.e., the
EW) between the tunnel barrier and the TiO2 trapping layer.
During P/E, the EW is bent by the gate electric field Eox,
and direct tunneling (DT) of carriers via the shrunk tunnel
barrier is enabled to accomplish rapid P/E. On the other hand,
under retention mode, the tunnel barrier is extended due to
charge trapping to suppress the discharge of trapped carriers
[10], [11]. Therefore, the SOTTOT device has a significantly
faster programming speed compared with the SONOS device,
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Fig. 1. (a) Equivalent circuit diagram of the experimental memory block.
(b) Illustration of the tail bits, fast bits, and programming disturbances for
NAND Flash memory devices.

and its data retention is good for long-term MLC data storage
[11]. A 16-kbit NAND memory block using SOTTOT cells
was programmed using the forward-bias-adjusted program-
ming (FBAP) scheme, which enables bit adjustability for NAND

memory blocks to suppress the development of fast bits during
page programming. By modulating the gate bias Vg applied
to the WL and the drain bias Vd applied to BLs for FBAP,
32 pages of SOTTOT cells were programmed to eight Vth levels
with a very fast speed (∼40 µs/page), tight Vth distribution
(∼0.22 V), and clear Vth-level margins (∼0.9 V). The influence
of pass/read disturbances during FBAP is insignificant, and the
programmed Vth levels are expected to retain good ten-year
data retention at an ambient temperature of 75 ◦C throughout
105 P/E cycling.

II. FBAP

The FBAP scheme was developed based on the forward-
bias-assisted electron injection (FBEI) method [12]. Similar
to the FBEI method, the programming charges (electrons) are
preemitted from the forward-biased p-n junction between the
p-type substrate and the n+-type drain before they are tunneled
or injected through the tunnel barrier of a memory cell. On
the other hand, DT and Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) tunneling of
electrons induced only by +Vg were employed for the FBAP
scheme [10], [11], instead of hot-electron injection induced by
both +Vg and +Vd for the FBEI method [12]. Fig. 2 shows
the waveforms of the WL bias +Vg and the BL bias −Vd that

Fig. 2. Waveforms of WL (Vg) and BL (Vd) biases during FBAP. The
forward-biased electron emission occurs during t1, the preemitted elec-
tron injection occurs during t2, and the Vth read/verification is performed
during t3.

performs FBAP. Before FBAP pulses are applied, the data states
Vth of the selected cells [see Fig. 1(a)] are read to generate the
appropriate programming parameters. During the period t1 of
an FBAP pulse, the confinement bias +Vg < Vth is applied to
the selected WL, and −Vd is applied to all the BLs. During t2,
the staircase programming bias +Vg is applied to the selected
WL while all BLs are grounded. During t3, the read biases are
applied to the selected WL and all BLs to read the programmed
Vth. The periods of t1, t2, and t3 need to be engineered
according to the device structure. Meanwhile, the pass cells
[see Fig. 1(a)] share the same BL bias with the selected cells
simultaneously. On the other hand, the WLs of the pass cells are
biased positively to turn on a continuous conducting channel for
a memory string during t1 and t3, and the WLs of the pass cells
are grounded during t2 to avoid a disturbance to the selected
page during programming. Table I lists the bias parameters
applied to the selected cells and pass cells during an eight-
level programming. Recall that the FBEI scheme was designed
for single-level-cell nitride read only memory Flash memory
programming, whereas the FBAP scheme was developed for
MLC NAND Flash memory programming. The bias conditions
as well as the applicability of FBEI and FBAP schemes are
different.

Fig. 3 shows the mechanism of FBAP for a selected SOTTOT
cell. During t1, the p-n junction between the grounded p-type
substrate and the negatively biased n+ drain is forward biased;
in which condition, the conduction electrons are emitted from
the n+ drain to the p-Si substrate, as shown in Fig. 3(a). +Vg

bends slightly the substrate so that the emitted electrons can
accumulate near the Si/SiO2 interface, as shown in the dark
schematic in Fig. 3(b). These emitted electrons can be retained
for ∼100 ns, which is the lifetime of free electrons in the
p-Si substrate before their recombination with holes [12], [13].
When t1 is designed properly, e.g., < 100 ns, the emitted
electrons can be direct tunneled readily to the trapping layer
through the shrunk tunnel barrier when the large programming
bias +Vg is applied during t2, as shown in the gray schematic
in Fig. 3(b). After each FBAP pulse, the Vth of the selected
memory cells are verified, and the next FBAP pulse with a step-
up +Vg bias is applied until the fastest bits reach the targeting
Vth level. Subsequently, the BL bias −Vd during t1 is switched
off for the faster bits by switching off their string select lines
(SSLs), whereas the BL bias is still applied for the remaining
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TABLE I
PROGRAMMING PARAMETERS FOR THE EIGHT-LEVEL PROGRAMMING

Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of the device structure of the SOTTOT cell and electron transfer via a pass cell and a selected cell during t1 and t2 of FBAP. The electrons
tend to diffuse via the channel of the pass cell and to relax in the Si/SiO2 interface of the selected cell (blue) during t1. The relaxed electrons are injected to
the trapping layer during t2 (red). The relaxed electron density can be estimated by integrating ∆Id = Id − Isub,(j+j−x...). (b) Energy band diagrams of a
SOTTOT cell during FBAP (where dark schematic shows electron emission and gray schematic shows electron injection)/erase/data retention. TEM image of the
TiN/SiO2 interface was obtained from [10]. Note that a constant confinement WL bias was applied in this paper.

cells until the slowest bits reach the targeting Vth level. Fig. 4
presents the operating logic of the FBAP scheme.

The inversion-layer electron density is approximately 1.49 ×
1013 cm−2 in the SiO2/Si interface of a MOS transistor of a
substrate doping concentration of 7 × 1016 cm−3 under Eox of
8 MV/cm, as shown by the dashed layer in Fig. 3(a). In contrast,
the emitted electron density can be in the order of 1015 cm−2

near the SiO2/Si interface when Vg = 1 V and −Vd = −1 V
are applied for 100 ns to the same transistor, as shown by the
symbolic electrons in Fig. 3(a). The emitted electron density
was estimated from the transient characteristics of ∆Id, which
is defined as the difference in the drain current density Id and
the substrate current density Isub. Fig. 5(a) shows the ∆Id tran-
sient during a −Vd pulse with the bias amplitude of −1 V and
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of operating logic for FBAP.

the waveform of 2/100/2 ns applied to a MOS transistor built on
a standard p-Si substrate (without the substrate buried oxide).
∆Id is about 2 µA/µm during the 100-ns pulse. Since the
emitted electrons are unlikely to diffuse beyond a localized area
of ∼70 nm from the drain [13], the integration of ∆Id along t
may indicate the emitted electron density in the localized area
of ∼1.7 × 1015 cm−2, which is approximately 102 times higher
than the inversion-layer electron density. As a consequence,
the programming speed of FBAP shall be enhanced effectively
compared with that of F–N programming. On the other hand,
the very high preemitted electron density increases certainly the
surface potential of a memory cell, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The
higher surface potential will overwhelm finally the confinement
effect of +Vg (during t1) and drive the emitted electrons to the
Si substrate. Therefore, the density of preemitted electrons must
be less than the calculated results, and the programming speed
of FBAP cannot be enhanced proportionally, compared with the
ratio of the preemitted electron density versus the inversion-
layer electron density. On the other hand, Fig. 5(b) presents the
transient characteristics of Isub for a selected cell and a pass

Fig. 5. (a) Transient characteristics of difference ∆Id between drain and
substrate current densities for a selected cell during the electron emission at
t1. (b) Transient characteristics of the substrate current densities Isub for a
selected cell and a pass cell during the electron emission at t1.

cell. Isub is ∼5 µA/µm for a selected cell, which is biased by
+Vg = 1 V and −Vd = −1 V, whereas it is ∼0.16 µA/µm for
a pass cell that is biased by +Vg = 8.5 V and −Vd = −1 V.
As a conducting channel is missing in the selected cells, the
emitted electrons tend to relax and to diffuse to the substrate
to yield large Isub. In contrast, a conducting channel [i.e., the
inversion layer in Fig. 3(a)] is formed in the pass cells during
t1. Therefore, the emitted electrons might tend to diffuse via
the electrically less resistive conducting channel instead of via
the substrate. As a result, the Isub dissipation of pass cells is
much smaller than that for the selected cells. In this manner,
the emitted electrons are conducted from the BL to a selected
cell via the memory string [see Fig. 1(a)]. Nevertheless, it is
clear that Isub dissipation is inevitable for the pass cells if
they are fabricated on a standard Si substrate. This suggests
that the conduction of −Vd is limited via the memory string.
Furthermore, −Vd may induce significant power consumption
when applied to all the selected and pass cells in a large memory
block.

The emitted electrons can be confined well if the devices
are fabricated on a fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
substrate. Using the floating-body effect of SOI devices, the
emitted electrons can be confined for an extended period, i.e.,
it was reported that the emitted electrons can be retained for
10−6 − 1 s in the floating body of a zero capacitor random
access memory (Z-RAM) [14]. In this manner, the +Vg dur-
ing t1 may be waived to simplify the FBAP scheme. The
increase in the surface (body) potential of the floating body
no longer drives the emitted electrons to the substrate for an
SOI device, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Instead, the increased body
potential might suppress the forward-biased Id value rapidly to
about zero. Therefore, the period of t1 needs to be engineered
carefully for the SOI devices. Nevertheless, it was assumed
that the emitted electron density confined in the floating body
may still be enhanced, and the efficiency of the FBAP scheme
may be improved. Moreover, the accessibility of the pass cells
shall be ensured because Isub is cut off by the buried oxide
layer, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Without Isub dissipation, the
power consumption will also be suppressed. In this paper, all
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the memory characteristics were obtained from the devices
fabricated on a standard Si substrate rather than on a SOI
substrate.

III. MEMORY P/E PERFORMANCE

The memory transistors used in this paper have a SOTTOT
(−/4/3/8/9/150 nm) gate stack [11] and a channel length of
110 nm. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the device structure and the
energy band diagram of the SOTTOT EW device, respectively.
The cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image of the EW was obtained in [10]. A thick (8 nm) trapping
layer was used to enlarge the memory window ∆Vth, and a
thick tunnel barrier (∼3-nm-thick SiO2 plus a ∼3-nm-thick
EW) was employed to improve data retention. Equivalent oxide
thickness (EOT) of the memory cells is approximately 15 nm.
The memory cells were integrated in a 16-kbit experimental
memory block, which had 32 WLs and 512 BLs, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Note that each BL has an independent SSL,
whereas all BLs share the same ground select line (GSL) in the
experimental memory block. FBAP/F–N methods were used
to perform P/E, and WAV cycling was applied to verify the
programmed Vth levels. The WAV circuit was adopted in [4],
and the SSL switch was achieved using a LABVIEW-program-
controlled low-leakage switch mainframe. The negative BL
bias was applied by an HP 4155A semiconductor parameter
analyzer.

Fig. 6(a) shows the Vth window (∆Vth) transients of
SOTTOT cells programmed by FBAP and staircase F–N (+Vg

only) pulses. ∆Vth was forward read at the read current Id

of 1 µA/µm [10]. The programming speed can be boosted
effectively for devices programmed by FBAP, compared with
those programmed using the F–N method. For example, it takes
about ten FBAP pulses of Vg = 1 V and −Vd = −1 V during
t1 = 100 ns and Vg starting at 15 V (Eox ≈ 10 MV/cm) with a
step increase of 0.05 V during t2 = 100 ns to obtain the ∆Vth

of 5 V, whereas it takes approximately 30 F–N pulses of Vg

starting at 15 V with a step increase of 0.05 V for 100 ns to
obtain the ∆Vth of 5 V, as shown in Fig. 6(a). FBAP preemits
a very high density (< 1015 cm−2) of electrons before pro-
gramming. Therefore, the programming speed is faster than that
of the F–N method [12], particularly when F–N programming
rapidly approaches saturation under very low step-pulse biases.
After removing the preemission of electrons, the FBAP pulses
were converted to staircase F–N pulses, and its programming
speed was drastically slower, as shown in Fig. 6(a). As the
preemission of excess electrons is conducted by BL bias, which
is manipulable during page programming, bit adjustability is
enabled via an SSL switch for memory cells in a NAND array.
This helps suppress the development of fast bits. For example,
when the programmed Vth value of the fast bits reaches the
targeting level, the forward BL bias is switched off for these
cells for the subsequent WAV cycles (see Fig. 2). Consequently,
the programmed Vth value saturates at the targeting level, as
shown in Fig. 6(a). On the other hand, the BL bias is still applied
for the rest of the cells so that the slower bits retain high-speed
programming until the slowest bits reach the targeting Vth

level. In this manner, fast bits are free from overprogramming,

Fig. 6. (a) ∆Vth transients of a SOTTOT cell programmed by FBAP and F–N
methods. The initial Vth values are the same for FBAP and F–N programming.
The staircase F–N pulses are illustrated inside. (b) Vth transients of a SOTTOT
cell during the eight-level P/E.

whereas slower bits are programmed as usual. As a result, the
Vth distribution is tightened effectively to allocate more data
states within a finite Vth window.

MLC programming can be accomplished by modulating the
amplitude of Vg (during t2) and pulse count. Table I lists a
typical scheme for an eight-level programming, and Fig. 6(b)
presents the eight-level P/E characteristics of a random cell
in the SOTTOT memory block. FBAP was applied for pro-
gramming, and F–N method was applied for erasing. The
energy band diagrams during erasing and data retention are
reported in [11]. A sufficiently long (10 ms) erasing pulse
of −20 V was used to erase all the programmed levels. The
initial and (over-) erased Vth (≤ 1.4 V) values are regarded
as the logic level 111. The programmed Vth levels with an
average margin of ∼0.9 V are regarded as the logic levels
110–000. With a period of 100 ns (t3) for the programmed
Vth read/verification, it takes ∼40 µs to complete the pro-
gramming of a SOTTOT memory page. This is significantly
faster than that of F–N WAV programming (300–900 µs) for
the floating-gate and SONOS memory devices [4]–[7]. This
significantly faster page programming speed is due mainly to
the very fast cell programming speed of the SOTTOT memory
device, rather than the FBAP scheme, as compared with the
other results in Table II. Furthermore, the large Vth window
(∼9 V) may also be due to FBAP, which injects high density
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THIS PAPER TO THE OTHER REPORTED RESULTS

Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution of the P/E Vth levels for a random page in the
memory block at the 103,th P/E cycle.

of electrons to a thicker trapping layer [15] of the SOTTOT
memory device. It is expected that the ∆Vth of the SOTTOT
memory device can be enlarged further by implanting ions to
the TiO2 trapping layer [16] to enable 16-level programming. In
this paper, FBAP was applied for the SOTTOT memory device,
which enables DT during programming, i.e., to demonstrate a
very fast programming speed. The FBAP scheme shall present
similar programming characteristics when applied for a band-
engineered SONOS memory device, which also enhances DT
during programming [17].

Fig. 7 shows the cumulative distribution of P/E Vth levels at
the 103 P/E cycles for a random page in the memory block.
The Vth dispersion was ∼0.22 V. This suggests that the fast bits
are suppressed by the bit adjustability of FBAP. In contrast, the
fast bits may lead to the typical Vth dispersion of ∼0.5–1 V for
memory devices programmed by conventional WAV program-
ming [5], [6]. On the other hand, the fine cumulative distribution
of Vth levels suggests that the forward BL bias has been well
conducted through no less than 31 pass cells. The SOI substrate
can extend the conduction of forward BL bias effectively.

An incremental-step-pulse programming (ISPP) scheme also
enables bit adjustability during page programming to tighten
the Vth distribution [18]. Meanwhile, the ISPP may show linear
programming transients (∆Vth ∝ ∆Vg), which ease the pro-
grammed Vth control [19]. FBAP differs from ISPP in several

aspects. FBAP switches the forward BL bias on/off before each
programming cycle for tail/fast bits to enhance/suppress their
programming speed, whereas ISPP applies the inhibition BL
bias during each programming cycle for fast bits to suppress
their programming speed. This means that FBAP is effective
for both tail bits and fast bits, whereas ISPP is only effective
for fast bits. Owing to the first aspect, FBAP may be more
effective in tightening the Vth dispersion, as partially evidenced
by the comparison in Table II. FBAP switches off the forward
BL bias for more and more fast-programmed strings during
WAV, whereas ISPP applies the inhibition BL bias to more and
more fast-programmed strings. Therefore, FBAP must be less
power consuming than ISPP. As a matter of fact, the power
consumption of ISPP may become a critical concern when the
inhibition BL bias (> 3.3 V) is applied to a large number of
strings, i.e., > 103, that are under the programming/pass WL
biases (Vg � Vth). In contrast, FBAP does not apply the WL
bias (> Vth) and the BL bias simultaneously. Nevertheless,
FBAP and ISPP might be applied together (during t2) to tighten
the Vth distribution more aggressively.

IV. MEMORY RELIABILITY

The FBAP scheme well suppresses the programming distur-
bance for NAND Flash memory blocks, as shown in Figs. 6
and 7. On the other hand, due to the large WL and BL biases
applied to the pass cells during t1 and t3, the pass disturbance
and the read disturbance to the pass cells may become the major
concerns for FBAP. In this paper, the influences of the pass and
read disturbances were tested for the experimental SOTTOT
memory block. Fig. 8(a) shows the eight-level Vth transients
of a pass cell, which has undergone 103 P/E cycles, stressed by
the pass bias (i.e., a WL bias of 8.5 V and a BL bias of −1 V)
at an ambient temperature of 75 ◦C for 103 s to estimate the
impact of a pass disturbance. The programmed Vth levels 000–
110 were found to be insensitive to a pass disturbance, and the
Vth variation was less than 0.1 V at these levels. On the other
hand, the overerased level 111 is affected significantly by the
pass disturbance. Level 111 is increased to ∼1.4 V after being
stressed by the pass bias for 103 s. Nevertheless, level 111
is still close to its targeted Vth level (≤ 1.4 V), and it might
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Fig. 8. (a) Vth transients of a SOTTOT cell (post-103 P/E cycles) stressed by
Vg = 8.5 V and Vd = −1 V for 103 s at an ambient temperature of 75 ◦C.
(b) Vth transients of the same SOTTOT cell stressed by Vg = 8.5 V for 103 s
at an ambient temperature of 75 ◦C.

saturate at the targeting Vth level. In fact, the P/E endurance
of the memory cell is required to be 105 − 106 P/E cycles [7],
which is equivalent to only 2 × 10−2 − 2 × 10−1 s. Therefore,
the pass disturbance is tolerable for FBAP when it is applied to
a SOTTOT memory block. Fig. 8(b) shows the eight-level Vth

transients of the same SOTTOT cell stressed by the read bias
(WL bias of 8.5 V) at 75 ◦C for 103 s to estimate the impact of
the read disturbance. The programmed Vth levels 000–110 are
immune to a read disturbance, and the overerased Vth level 111
is increased only slightly due to a read disturbance. A sufficient
margin (> 2 V) remains between level 111 and the targeting
Vth level after being stressed for 103 s (equivalent to 1010 read
cycles). Therefore, FBAP is insensitive to the read disturbance.
In this manner, a clear margin can be obtained between the
programming bias (> 13 V) and the pass/read bias (≤ 8.5 V)
for FBAP.

The electric field across the tunnel barrier Eox can be es-
timated by (Vg − VFB)/EOT, where VFB is the flatband volt-
age. When Vth > 1.4 V and Vg = 8.5 V are applied, Eox <
5 MV/cm, which is very small to disturb the programmed Vth

levels of the tested SOTTOT cell [11]. On the other hand,
when the tested SOTTOT cell is overerased, Eox will be larger
than 5.5 MV/cm, and the tunneling of preemitted electrons
and channel electrons becomes inevitable. This explains the
performances of the SOTTOT cell during pass and read distur-
bances. Nevertheless, these tunneled electrons can be captured

Fig. 9. Vth transients of a SOTTOT cell (post 105 P/E cycles) on standby at
an ambient temperature of 75 ◦C for up to 105 s.

and trapped in the trapping layer to increase the potential of
the trapping layer. As a consequence, the Vth of the tested cell
increases and finally saturates at ∼1.4 V. The pass and read
disturbances are suppressed subsequently.

Fig. 9 shows the eight-level Vth transients of a SOTTOT cell
monitored for 105 s at the ambient temperature of 75 ◦C. The
tested cell has undergone 105 P/E (between levels 111–000)
cycles. The extrapolated 10-year data retention suggests that
good data retention can be retained for the eight-level data
storage at 75 ◦C. The SOTTOT device was reported to have
an enlarged tunnel barrier and deep electron traps in the TiO2

trapping layer to ensure the data retention [11]. Nevertheless,
error-correcting techniques are still needed to correct the long-
term error for Vth levels 000 and 001 [7]–[9]. The SOTTOT
memory device is insensitive to P/E cycling-induced tunnel-
barrier degradation. Therefore, it is expected that the SOTTOT
memory device may tolerate more than 106 P/E cycles without
degrading the memory performance [11]. Table II summarizes
the memory performance of the SOTTOT memory device pro-
grammed by FBAP and the other reported results.

V. CONCLUSION

A SOTTOT EW Flash memory device programmed by FBAP
was demonstrated for high-speed NAND MLC Flash memory
applications. The SOTTOT memory device showed promis-
ing performance in high-speed MLC programming, very tight
Vth distribution, a clear Vth margin, good resistance against
pass/read disturbances, and good data retention.
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